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The Democratic Liberation Forces of Rwanda (FDLR) express their deep indignation and sadness 

following the kidnapping last night of Lieutenant Colonel UKWISHAKA who was head of former 

FDLR combatants disarmed and cantoned in the Kanyabayonga transit camp by the Armed Forces of 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo (FARDC). Colonel Ukwishaka was kidnapped with two other 

persons including a woman. The victims were taken to an unknown destination.  

This tragic act of barbarism was perpetrated by night when everybody in the camp was in deep sleep. 

Today in the morning the unfortunate Rwandans cantoned in the camp saw FARDC soldiers with 

things belonging to victims (clothes ...) and soon realized what had happened during the night. 

This hideous crime follows the killing which took place on May 25
th

, 2015 in the same camp (see our 

press release Nr. 2015-001 of 25 May 2015) and the kidnapping of 8 former FDLR combatants and 

families cantoned in the Walungu camp on the same date, and the recent arrest of 4 other people 

cantoned in the Kisangani transit camp who are held in an unknown location and for whom we do have 

no whereabouts. 

All these criminal acts happen in front of the United Nations Stabilisation Mission in DRC 

(MONUSCO) that is supposed to protect these former FDLR combatants who voluntarily laid down 

their weapons in order to favor a peaceful solution to the Rwandan problem through a highly inclusive 

inter-Rwandan dialogue. 

 

The FDLR strongly condemn this unspeakable crime and call upon MONUSCO and the International 

Community to clearly break their silence of complicity and officially condemn this criminal behavior 

of a governmental army towards unarmed people. 

 

Done at Masisi (DRC) on 15/06/2015 
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